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An intercommunal 
organisation since 2003

The society is chaired by Julien Moulin and managed by an 
executive committee made up of 9 members. They represent 
all three communes as well as the different organisations  
involved in tourism, namely in accommodation, mountain lifts 
and commerce.
 
Gaëtan Tornay, director of this organisation, and the  
administration and marketing team work in the main office, 
at Orsières station. The other offices are in Champex-Lac, La 
Fouly, Vichères-Liddes, and, during the summer, at the Great 
St. Bernard Pass.

General meeting

Management commitee

Direction

Admin. Marketing
Tourist office

Orsières
Tourist office

La Fouly
Tourist office

Liddes
Tourist office
Gd-St-Bernard

Tourist office
Champex-Lac

The Pays du St-Bernard is a tourist association combining three communes : 
Orsières, Liddes and Bourg-St-Pierre. According to the tourism law in Valais,  
its main tasks are the following: promotion, communication, hospitality,  
information, entertainment and administration.
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An authentic alpine 
area
In a privileged natural Alpine setting that is almost  
perfectly preserved, the St-Bernard region offers a wide 
range of sports and cultural activities.
 
In summer, there is something that will appeal to every  
hiker – educational paths, mountain huts, alpine lakes, 
nature reserves, walks with St-Bernard dogs or treks over 
several days – all will brighten up your holidays, right 
up to October when our forests – which are amongst  
Switzerland’s largest – transform into their most beautiful 
colours.
 
Don’t hesitate to enhance your stay with a visit to the 
Grand-St-Bernard Hospice Museum – one of the most  
visited in Valais, as well as to the Flore-Alpe botanical 
gardens in Champex-Lac, one of the richest and most  
prestigious in the Alps, or to the old Champex-Lac Artille-
ry Fort, for a journey in time through our Swiss history, or 
with the treetop walk at La Fouly for a moment of relaxation 
in the trees or with a dip in one of our swimming pools to  
freshen up.

In winter, our charming resorts offer ski runs and  
freeride for all levels with spectacular panoramic views, 

The Pays du St-Bernard logo highlights the St 
Bernard dog, a typically Swiss emblem. The 
circle gives it an iconic touch and its brown 
outline evokes the agricultural and local aspect 
of our region. Last but not least, the background 
of the logo reminds us that we are surrounded 
by preserved nature at all times – be it in the 
mountains, on the ski slopes, in the forests or 
beside the numerous lakes, rivers and glaciers 
scattered across the Pays du St-Bernard.

cross country ski runs in breathtaking natural surroundings 
and snowshoe trails in the heart of our white forests.
Proud of our region and of its local produce represented 
by the famous ‘Entremont Basket’, the people of the  
St-Bernard region keep a long list of traditions alive and 
well – all of which we invite you to become acquainted with.
 
Welcome to the Pays du St-Bernard !
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At the heart of the Alps

The Pays du St-Bernard is located in Valais, in the southern 
part of Switzerland, very close to both Italy and France. You 
can reach it in an hour and a half from Geneva, Turin or  
Chamonix. 
 
The Pays du St-Bernard is divided into three parts :      
Champex, along with its lake and the Val d’Arpette north 
of the Mont Blanc massif, Val Ferret, east of the Mont Blanc 
massif, and Val d’Entremont, also called Vallée du Grand-
St-Bernard, west of the Combins massif, linked to the Aosta 
Valley by the pass or the tunnel of the same name. 
 
The nearest town is Martigny and the closest ski resort is 
Verbier. Both can be reached in 20 minutes by car. Sion, 
the capital of Valais, and St-Maurice with its 1500-year-old  
abbey are approximately half an hour away.
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To sum up...
Capacity

• Chalets and apartments           7500  beds
• Hotels                                 708 beds
• Bed and Breakfasts               54  beds
• Group accommodations              895 beds
• Mountain huts                           357 beds
• 4 campings
 

Sport infrastructure

• 550 km of signposted paths
• 130 km trail running
• 150 km of mountain bike trails
• 40 climbing sites
• 1 treetop canopy
• 1 indoor swimming pool
• 1 outdoor swimming pool,
    with beach-volley, ping-pong
    badminton, petanque court
• 1 dam for rap-jump
• 1 lake for fishing and pedal boats
• Tennis court
 

• 100 km of snowshoe trails
• 45 km of ski runs
• 22 km of cross country
 skiing trails
• 7 km of sledge runs
• 1 natural skating rink
• 1 artificial skating rink
• 1 artificial ice waterfall
• 6 playgrounds for children

Culture

• 1 mountain pass             • 1 hospice
• 2 museums             • 1 artillery fort
• 1 mill              • 3 churches, 16 chapels

 Nature

• 2 alpine botanic gardens            • 3 nature reserves
• 7 alpine lakes             • 20 mountain pastures

Gastronomy

• 47 restaurants, including 8 mountain restaurants
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A bit of history
The Great St. Bernard Pass and its surroundings have always 
been considered to be of strategic importance. This was 
already the case in the Roman times – in fact, a Roman road 
was built there and it can still be seen nowadays. At the time, 
the pass, which used to be called the Mont-Joux Pass, was 
crossed by many merchants and especially by Christians 
on their way to Rome. The place grew in importance when 
the archdeacon of Aosta, St. Bernard de Menthon, founded 
the Great St. Bernard hospice in 1050 to take in travellers in 
need of shelter or who had been robbed by thieves.

One of the main passages in the Alps, the St. Bernard pass 
was crossed by Napoleon and his army in May 1800, during 
the Italian Campaign. The pass could only be crossed in 
the summer, however, so the Great St. Bernard Tunnel was 
built in 1964. This 5,8 km long structure links Switzerland 
(Val d’Entremont) to Italy (Aosta Valley). Ever since, the  
importance of the Great St. Bernard region has been  
recognised internationally.

 

Given the important location of this region, its inhabitants,  
in love with their alpine surroundings, have always been 
very hospitable. Valais, which was mainly agricultural,  
entered a new era of modernity thanks to the tourist  
economy. The same can be said about the beautiful  
lakeside ski resort of Champex. In 1892, the first hotel was 
built there, the Hôtel de la Poste, which was managed by 
Daniel Crettex. His name and family have always been  

According to the legend, Hannibal crossed the Great 
St. Bernard Pass in 218 BC with his elephants. If this 
theory was defended in the Middle Ages, today no    
historian approves it.

Hannibal’s legend

associated with the resort’s development. 
Fifteen years later, Champex boasted 9 hotels and over 
500 beds, underlining the importance of this economic 
sector, which developed all through the 20th century. The 
growing popularity of winter sports due to the opening 
of mountain lifts (Breya chairlift in Champex in 1952, first 
ski lift in la Fouly in 1965 and in Vichères in 1974, etc.) has  
intensified over the years. The Pays du St-Bernard is 
the perfect place to enjoy winter sports and other  
activities such as ski touring, sledging and freeriding in a  
breathtaking region.
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The PASS Saint-Bernard

The region’s highlight

Available since 2016, the PASS Saint-Bernard was 
introduced to bring together different service providers. 
Thanks to it, you can enjoy 15 different activities in the 
summer and the winter and travel to several destinations by 
bus from Orsières.

Other advantages

Not only can pass holders take part in all sorts of activities 
for free, they also get discount on other ones, such as 
the Fondation Pierre Gianadda, the Barryland museum, 
VerticAlp Emosson in Le Châtelard, Aquaparc in Le Bouveret 
and the underground lake in St-Léonard.

In winter

Hit the ski slopes in Champex-Lac, La Fouly or Vichères-
Liddes, work up a sweat cross country skiing, take a chairlift 
to mountain restaurants and enjoy a meal overlooking the 
magnificent panorama, skate on our ice-rinks in Champex-
Lac or Sembrancher, relax at our indoor pool and discover 
the cultural and historic heritage of our destination !

Prices

The main assets of the PASS Saint-Bernard are that the  
activities can be enjoyed as many times as you like and 
that its price is unbeatable. During the pre-sale, it costs 69.- 
francs for people who already have a ski pass in another ski 
resort and 139.- francs on presale for those who don’t ! 
Since 2018, another version is available : a PASS Saint-Ber-
nard that costs 199.- francs which allows you to enjoy all the 
usual activities as well as skiing in Verbier at the beginning 
and at the end of the ski season, thus making the best of 
the snow.

Year-round

Visit the botanical gardens, scooter down the mountain, 
sweat it out on the suspended boardwalk, relax at one of 
our swimming pools, enjoy an outing on a peddle-boat 
or paddle board, visit the Gorges du Durnand or meet 
the dogs who spend their summers on the Saint-Bernard 
Pass !

In summer

Visit the botanical gardens, scooter down the mountain, 
sweat it out on the suspended boardwalk, relax at one of 
our swimming pools, enjoy an outing on a peddle-boat 
or paddle board, visit the Gorges du Durnand or meet the 
dogs who spend their summers on the PASS Saint-Bernard !
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Hiking

Valais counts many bisses (water courses), some  
dating back to the Middle Ages. These ingenious  
manmade canals, still used for irrigation purposes, 
carry water from the highest peaks to the fields and  
orchards scattered about the plain. There’s nothing like 
a pleasant stroll alongside them !

The «bisses»

Discover a character-filled region by following the 550km of groomed trails in the St-Bernard area. From themed paths for big and 
little alike to treks over several days – everyone will enjoy both the natural and cultural wealth that this area provides. 

At the heart of the Alps

Discover everything the Valais Alps have to offer in the Pays 
du Saint-Bernard : beautiful lakeside scenery around Cham-
pex lake and on the way to the Fenêtre lakes, glaciers close
to the l’A Neuve and Orny mountain refuges and alpine 
wildlife in the Combe de l’A valley !

World-famous summits

Nestled between the Dolent, the Grandes Jorasses, the 
Vélan and the Grand Combin, the Pays du Saint-Bernard is 
well-known for its many summits. 
A number of famous hiking trails, each of several days du-
ration, cross the area, for example the Tour du Mont-Blanc, 
the Tour des Combins, the Tour du Saint-Bernard and the 
legendary Haute-Route.

Mountain refuges

Between an altitude of 2,070m and 3,170m, there are a nu-
mber of mountain refuges, offering a choice of hiking desti-
nations. The Champlong and Plan du Jeu refuges, in the Val
d’Entremont, are easily accessible, while more experienced 
hikers can head up to the Trient refuge from Champex-Lac 
or to the Saleinaz refuge in the Val Ferret.
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Trail running destination
Verbier - Pays du St-Bernard : a 
shared project 

For a number of years already, the Verbier/Val de Bagnes 
region and that of the Pays du Saint-Bernard have been part 
of world-famous trail races such as the Ultra-Trail du Mont-
Blanc (UTMB) and the Verbier-Saint-Bernard Trail (VSB). 
In 2020, the two tourist boards got together to mark out 
about 20 different itineraries to promote this increasingly 
popular sport. The variety of scenery and terrain have al-
lowed for the creation of a whole network of very diverse 
trails. 
These were selected by experienced trail runners with an 
in-depth knowledge of the sport and the region: Jules-Hen-
ri Gabioud, winner of the Tor des Géants in 2011 and
runner-up in the PTL in 2019, Emily Vaudan, 3 rd place in the 
X-Alpine VSB trail, Yves Maret, sports coach, and Vincent 
Riba, experienced trail runner. 

415 kilometres of routes

The different routes, which cover a total distance of 415km, 
with an ascending elevation of over 33,000m, allow you to 
discover the cultural and natural attractions of the region 
such as the Louvie lake, the Combe de l’A, the Catogne, the 
Corbassière glacier and the Mauvoisin dam. 
The degree of difficulty varies from those with less than 
500m difference in elevation, ideal for beginners, to those 
covering a distance of over 20km, with up to 1,000m diffe-
rence in elevation, which are perfect for experienced run-
ners. The trails are accessible from April to October, depen-
ding on the altitude and degree of exposure. 

Detailed descriptions of each itinerary can be found on the 
Verbier/Val de Bagnes and Pays du Saint-Bernard tourist 
office websites. A brochure with a map is also available to 
assist in the planning of an outing in this
extensive area.

www.saint-bernard.ch
www.verbier.ch

A very special ambassador

Originally from Orsières, Jules-Henri spends as much time 
there as in La Fouly, his beloved resort. During the winter, 
he works as a ski instructor but come the summer, he makes 
the most of trail running as well as working as a mountain 
guide. 
With victories in the Tor des Géants (330km) and the Ver-
bier-Saint-Bernard (110km) trails, he is frequently classed 
amongst the very best in this sport. As he knows all the 
paths and peaks inside out, his assistance in the develop-
ment of the Destination Trail project was invaluable. 

Through his AlpsXperience organisation, he runs themed 
courses using regional routes to prepare runners according 
to their needs and objectives.
www.alpsxperience.com
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The Via Francigena
A cultural itinerary 

One of the Council of Europe Cultural Routes since 1994, the Via 
Francigena links Canterbury to Rome, passing through France and 
Switzerland. Every year, hundreds of pilgrims walk part or all of the 
way, heading for the Eternal City. Since 2001, the European Asso-
ciation of the Via Francigena Ways (EAVF) is in charge of the pro-
motion and development of the route.

www.viefrancigene.org

The Via Francigena through the region

In Valais, there are several very historical and cultural sites along 
the path: Saint-Maurice and its abbey, the Roman town of Marti-
gny, Orsières, Bourg-Saint-Pierre with its thousand- year-old bell 
tower and the famous Great Saint Bernard pass. The pilgrimage 
continues into Italy, towards Rome.

The Great Saint Bernard pass

This is the final stretch of the Via Francigena in Switzerland !
Perched at an altitude of 2,473m, the Great Saint Bernard hospice, 
situated on the pass of the same name, is the highest place in Eu-
rope to be inhabited all year round. It is the highest point of the Via 
Francigena and the fresh air up there has to be earned: the ascent 
from Bourg-Saint-Pierre is, without a doubt, the most demanding 
stretch. Once there, you can visit the hospice and all its treasures, 
the museum and the kennels and experience the unique, spiritual 
atmosphere of the setting.

In 990 AD, Sigeric, the Archbishop of Canterbury, set 
off on a journey of over 2,000km to
Rome, to visit Pope John XV. The current route, the Via 
Francigena, is based on his journal.

It was a military route linking Rome and northern Eu-
rope during the Roman era. In the Middle
Ages, it was a very important trade route and from 
1300, with the introduction of the Holy
Years, it became one of the most important paths for 
pilgrims in Europe.

A bit history
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Other summer 
activities
Treetop canopy in La Fouly

Be you a beginner or an experienced tree trekker, have a 
blast on the treetop canopy route. Three routes with 40  
stations, including 10 zip lines between the majestic larches 
: thrills in complete safety at 1’600m above sea level !

Climbing

850 climbing routes and more than 40 sites : the region  
offers breathtaking ascents !
In the heart of a magnificent landscape, hardy climbers will 
conquer fascinating mountains while beginners can cut 
their teeth on an outdoor wall devoted to learning at La 
Fouly.

Zip lines in Champex

At the top of the Breya chairlift (Champex-Lac), two  
ziplines of 540 and 520 metres are available. Together, they 
make up the longest zipline in the French-speaking part of              
Switzerland. 
You’ll have a whale of a time !

Mountaineering

Mountain enthusiasts will be in heaven in the Pays du 
St-Bernard. Several renowned mountains can be found 
in our region, such as Les Aiguilles du Tour and the 
Dolent, which beckon to experienced climbers. The most  
legendary of them all is the Grand-Combin, a 4314 m  
summit that offers a magnificent view of the Alps, which 
stretch across the horizon as far as the eye can see. 
The Haute Route, which links up Chamonix and Zermatt, 
also crosses The Pays du St-Bernard. This breath-taking and 
challenging itinerary, which you can follow during several 
emotion-packed days, leads to the most impressive 4000m 
summits.

Mountain-bike

More than 150km of mountain bike trails are in store 
through the region.
The most famous one is certainly the Tour du Mont-Blanc 
from Champex-Lac to the Grand Col Ferret (La Fouly).

Paragliding

Whether you like flying on your own or with a partner, in 
the winter or the summer, paragliding is THE activity for 
those of you who are in search of thrills. Our region benefits 
from ideal winds and currents, making it the perfect place 
for paragliders. The most popular place to take off from is at 
la Breya, at the top of the Champex-Lac chairlift.

Swimming pools of Bourg-St-Pierre
and Champex-Lac

Enjoy time out in any weather at the indoor pool heated to 
29°C at Bourg-St-Pierre. It’s open all year long and allows to 
relax after a hiking or skiing day.
At Champex-Lac, the open air pool is heated to 27°C and 
proposes several activities : a paddling pool, a snack bar, 
a tennis court, beach volleyball, ping-pong table and a  
petanque court.

Lake of Champex

The wonderful alpine lake of Champex situated at 1’470m 
in front of the Combins (4’300m) offers various water sports 
like pedal boats or paddle boards. 
It is also possible to fish delicious trouts during summer.
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Natural heritage

Lake of Champex

Champex lake lies in a hollow which stretches between the 
old moraine of the Ferret and Arpette glaciers. It is supplied 
by a bisse which carries clear water from the Val d’Arpette. 
Champex, nicknamed “the Swiss Canada” by the locals, 
owes its reputation to this lake, which is frozen in the winter 
and is surrounded by forests and wooden chalets.

St-Bernard dogs

Working with the canons to rescue travellers, the St- 
Bernard dogs originate from Grand-St-Bernard Hospice 
at an altitude of 2500m. Strong and gently, they embody 
the friendship and welcoming tradition of this emblematic  
location. Barry is the most famous representative.
 
During the summer, visitors can go for a walk with the very 
friendly St Bernard dogs of the Great St. Bernard Pass. 
In the winter, children can glide through the snow-covered 
scenery surrounding Champex lake on a sledge pulled by 
these dogs. 

At the beginning of the 20th century, Champex was 
already well-known thanks to its lake and summer  
activities. Back then, the resort counted 9 hotels and 
500 beds, making it one of the biggest resorts in Valais !

Time for a bit of 
history!
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Nature reserve La Combe de l’A

In addition to exceptional flora and fauna, this Alpine paradise, nestled between altitudes ranging from 1’400 and 3’000m 
offer the passionate walker and thoughtful tourist an atmosphere in which nature takes over as a way of life and an  
incredible variety of Alpine biotopes, staggered at different altitudes, enable the development and survival of many animal 
species. The Combe de l´A is a hideaway for big game such as the stag deer, the chamois deer, the mountain goat and the 
ibex in addition to smaller mammals such as foxes, badgers and marmots. In the sky, the Royal Eagle, the hawk and the raven 
live in perfect peace.

Alpine gardens

The Flore-Alpe botanical garden is a captivating space  
situated at an altitude of 1500 meters in a magnificent  
alpine decor. Resplendent with paths that meander 
between the rocks, taking us over small bridges that  
overlook crystal pools of water, visitors can contemplate 
the magnificent and unique panorama of Champex-Lac 
and the snow-capped peaks of Les Combins. 

Four thousand species of plants bloom on the more than 
6000 square metres, featuring local flora as well as plants 
from the neighbouring mountains of Europe and other 
continents.
Flore-Alpe offers an ideal setting for a stroll to discover the 
richness of our indigenous plants – a marvel of form, colour 
and fragrance.
 
The alpine garden La Linnaea, in Bourg-St-Pierre, is a  
peaceful oasis where common plants grow alongside rare 
and extinct species. Opened up to the public in 1889, it is 
the oldest alpine garden in the Western Alps.
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Cultural heritage
Great St. Bernard, hospice, museum 
and treasure

In 1050, an archdeacon from Aosta named Bernard founded 
the hospice at the Mont-Joux Pass to rescue travellers who 
crossed the Alps. An entire community of canons gathered 
around him. If a storm developed, off they went, day and 
night, to look for people in need of help and offer them 
shelter at the hospice. 
In winter and summer alike, many travellers stop over there, 
be it hikers, pilgrims who want to rest or tourists who are 
eager to discover this spiritual place. Welcoming others 
has always been the main purpose of the Great St. Bernard 
hospice. Everyone is welcome there, regardless of their  
religion.

The artillery  fort of Champex-Lac

A fascinating world, in the heart of the mountains with a 
strange atmosphere – a hidden fortress under the Alps. 
Champex-Lac Artillery Fort constitutes a central pillar of the 
fortifications in the Grand-Saint-Bernard region.

Built in 1940 and 1943, modernised and adapted for a  
possible nuclear conflict during the Cold War period, the 
work was used by the Swiss army until 1998. More than 600 
metres of tunnels dug into the mountain. Totally invisible 
from the outside, the fort was able to house 300 men.

The Valsorey mill in Bourg-St-
Pierre

Built in 1681 and located in the vicinity of the ancient  
village of Bourg-St-Pierre, Valsorey Mill is located below the 
route taken by the Saracens, the Romans, Charlemagne’s 
soldiers and Napoleon Bonaparte’s troops.

The St-Charles bridge, built by Charlemagne’s  
workers around the year 800, provides access on foot, in 
magnificent nature and surroundings.

The parish museum of Liddes

Taking advantage of the renovation of the church in Liddes 
in 2007, and concerned with maintaining its religious  
heritage, the parish management board, had the happy 
idea of creating a small parish museum. To this end, access 
to the gallery on the left as one enters the church has been 
transformed into an exhibition hall. 

The latter now offers parishioners and visitors the option 
of seeing the “treasures” collected over the years and  
distributed to various parts of the municipality. 

Les Toules dam wall

Toules Dam lies in the community of Bourg-St-Pierre in 
Val d’Entremont and is fed mainly by the river Dranse  
d’Entremont.
It is the first domed-vault dam in Switzerland. Its  
construction began in 1960 and was finished in 1964.

Maurice Tornay, one of the St. Bernard canons who 
came from Orsières, was famous for being beatified by 
Pope John Paul II in 1993. He was killed in China in 1949 
and recognised as a martyr.

Time for a bit of 
history !
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Gastronomie
PDO raclette cheese, dried meat, rye bread… you name 
it. The Pays du St-Bernard has an important culinary  
tradition and local delicacies abound here. Thanks to its 
great location and ideal climate, our region has many  
delicious products to offer.
You’ll see – the local specialities, haute cuisine and 
high-quality wines you will come across in the restaurants 
of the Pays du St-Bernard will delight your senses.

The Corbeille d’Entremont contains the jewels in 
the crown of the St-Bernard region’s local produce. 
It groups the above-mentioned products and adds 
the famous AOP rye bread, as well as the Entremont  
honey renowned for the diversity of its flora and wines 
from Vollèges and Bovernier cultivated by the best 
owner-cellar masters in Valais.

The Corbeille
d’Entremont
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